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Sometimes when people assert that a language

3.

has no grammar, what they really mean is that
there is no grammar book for that particular
language. But the rules of a language (1) ---- in

A) against

B) on

D) for

E) into

C) from

the heads of speakers of that language. We
know the rules are there (2) ----- the way the
speakers behave. They use similar structures
(3) ----- similar events. If you hear the
sentence for “Give me some water.” in a rarely
spoken language such as Spelitzian, you can be

4.
A) provided

B) once

D) because

E) even if

C)in case

pretty sure you can use the same pattern for
“Give me some food.”, (4) ----- there are other

5.

possible patterns as well. If there were not any
patterns, people would not be able to
communicate because they would have no way
of knowing what other people meant (5) -----.

A) saying

B) to say

C) having said

D) being said

E) to have been said

1.
A) alter

B) recover

D) apply

E) exist

C) endure

2.
A) because of

B) despite

C) contrary to

D) instead of

E) similar to
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2.

An electric car future is speeding closer –
economic analysts project that a third of all
automobiles could be battery-powered by 2040.
Most of these vehicles (1)----- large lithium

A) Consequently

B) In conclusion

C) At least

D) However

E) Otherwise

batteries, which prompts worries about whether
the world’s lithium supply can keep up. (2)-----,

3.

another element, cobalt, is a bigger concern. The
best lithium battery cathodes (negative
electrodes) all contain cobalt, and its production

A) for

B) into

D) from

E) to

C) about

is limited. Even with a very conservative estimate
of 10 million electric vehicles (EVs) in 2025, the

4.

demand (3) ----- cobalt that year could reach
330,000 metric tons, whereas the available supply

A) has not reduced

B) will not reduce

at that time would be at most 290,000 metric

C) does not reduce

D) did not reduce

tons. Recycling lithium batteries is complicated
and rarely done. Even with higher rates and

E) is not reducing

cheaper processes, recycling (4) ----- the use of
lithium batteries until 10 or more years after
mass-market penetration of EVs. But newer
cathode chemistries offer hope. (5) ----- recently
developed nickel ---- rich and cobalt-free
formulations, cobalt demand may decline.

5.
A) Rather than

B) Similar to

C) In comparison with

D) As opposed to

E) Thanks to

1.
A) call off

B) rely on

C) take in

D) go through

E) cut down
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2.

Fossil fuel use is one of the main causes of

A) confine

B) object

climate change and the greenhouse effect. (1)

C) switch

D) accommodate

-----, we must significantly reduce carbon

E) respond

dioxide emissions from activities like heating
3.
and transportation. One option would be to
(2) ----- to renewable energy sources
wherever possible, such as solar, hydropower,

A) regardless of

B) rather than

C) as opposed to

D) due to

E) in spite of

wind or geothermal systems. Another
important step is to reduce our individual

4.

energy footprint. For example, driving a car
A) to have used

B) being used

C) using

D) to be used

places a particularly high burden on the
environment (3) ----- the carbon dioxide
emissions into the air. Yet, we should keep in
mind that there are several ways to lessen the

E) having used
5.

impact and still continue (4) ----- cars. For

A) from

B) onto

instance, by choosing (5) ----- many new

C) at

D) towards

energy- saving models, we can help reduce

E) over

harmful emissions.
1.
A) Conversely

B) Similarly

C) Otherwise

D) However

E) Therefore
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2.

When fighting fat, and trying to eat healthily,
changing your eating environment is easier than
changing your mind. A research team in the US

A) Given that

B) Just as

C) Before

D) Unless

E) Although

has set about uncovering the hidden persuaders in
our homes that trick us (1) ----- overeating –
things like serving spoons, cupboards and
colours. But most of these tempters can also be
reversed to make us slimmer and healthier. (2)
----- there are many solutions to mindless eating,

3.
A) coincidentally

B) vaguely

C) truly

D) partially

E) seemingly
4.

most of them will go undiscovered because if we

A) due to

B) instead of

have a problem with our diet, we tend to focus on

C) with regard to

D) in terms of

food itself, not on our surroundings. All that

E) together with

requires willpower, which is hard work and has to

5.

last a lifetime to be (3) ----- successful. Research
A) have to optimise
has found subtle ways to change our homes,
workplaces, schools, or modify our approach to
restaurant dining and grocery shopping, so we
mindlessly eat less (4) ----- eating more. If we
want to automatically eat better, we do not need

B) must have optimised
C) may have optimised
D) could have optimised
E) would optimise

to change our minds, we (5) ----- our
surroundings.
1.
A) against

B) into

D) behind

E) off

C) without
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1 E
2 A
3 D

Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.
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1 B
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1 B
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5 A
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